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Abstract
Background: Decompressive craniectomy (DC) is a surgical procedure to remove part of the skull to accommodate brain swelling and hence
control intracranial hypertension. We aimed in this study to retrospectively review the adequacy of the bony decompression for all decompressive
craniectomies performed in our unit.
Method: This audit approved by the clinical audit department in the university hospital of Wales. Retrospective data collected for all patients
identified as primary or secondary decompressive craniectomy between January 2011 and March 2014 within our institution.

Results: The total number of patients recruited was 33, the indications for surgery were traumatic brain injury 49% (n=16), subarachnoid
haemorrhage 27% (n=9), stroke 15% (n=5) and intracerebral haemorrhage 9% (n=3). The vertical decompression was achieved in 57% (n=17)
and the horizontal decompression achieved in 83% (n=25). While temporal bone removal was only achieved in 33% (n=11). An adequate bifrontal
decompression was not achieved in any patient. The overall adequate decompression was achieved in 21% (n=7).

Conclusion: We achieved middle fossa decompression only in 33% of the cases and overall adequate decompression achieved only in 21% of the
cases. We concluded that more focused training is needed. This work has been presented at our departmental audit meeting and we aim to prospectively
repeat this audit and establish if our decompressions have subsequently improved. And we will also be looking at the clinical outcomes of our patients
in relation to their decompression.
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Introduction
Decompressive craniectomy (DC) is a surgical procedure to
remove part of the skull to accommodate brain swelling and hence
control intracranial hypertension. Trephination was performed as
early as 10,000BC, but Hippocrates in his book “injury of the head”,
written around 400BC, was the first to systematically describe
skull fractures and discuss which types of injury should be treated
with trephination. He also recognized that trephination could treat
visual loss, perhaps due to raised ICP [1,2].
Theodor Kocher in 1901 stated that: “if there is no cerebrospinal
fluid (CSF) pressure, but brain pressure exists, then pressure relief
must be achieved by opening the skull”. Following that in 1908
Harvey Cushing, who worked earlier in the lab of Theodor Kocher,
presented a case series of patients with head injuries, specifically
skull fracture, who were treated with sub-temporal DC. Cushing
reported a surgery-associated reduction in mortality from 50% to
less than 15% (2 out of 15 patients), and he asserted that the brain
oedema and swelling that accompany severe cerebral contusions
were best managed with a sub-temporal DC [3].

There are two types of decompressive craniectomy, bifrontal
and unilateral (hemicraniectomy). The bifrontal DC extends from
the floor of the anterior cranial fossa inferiorly to the coronal suture
posteriorly and to the pterion laterally. This type of DC is usually
performed in patients with diffuse brain swelling [4,5]. However,
a unilateral DC is usually performed in cases with predominantly
unilateral hemispheric swelling and/or intracranial haematoma.
This involves the fronto–temporo-parietal bone [5,6], with the
minimum diameter of 11-12 centimetres [7-10].
The DC could be primary when the decompression is performed
at the time of evacuation of a haematoma, or secondary when the
decompression performed for intracranial hypertension refractory
to medical treatment.

Methods and Material

Patients were retrospectively identified from our emergency
and elective theatre logbooks. We searched for all patients entered
as undergoing either craniotomy or craniectomy between January
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2011 and March 2014. The patients case notes and operation
notes were reviewed to identify all the patients whom underwent
a primary or secondary DC. The post-operative images of all
these patients were reviewed with regards to the adequacy of
their decompression. Patients, who had bone removal performed
without the aim of decompression (e.g. infected bone flap) or
had the removal of a bone flap that had been tailored in previous
craniotomy and operated for the 2nd time for removal of the bone
flap, were excluded. The adequacy of the decompression identified
using the horizontal diameter (anterior to posterior) (Figure 1), the
vertical diameter (superior to inferior) (Figure 2) and the temporal
fossa decompression (Figure 3).

Figure 1: Horizontal diameter (anterior to posterior).
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was 1:2 (F=11, M=22) (Figure 4). The indications of surgery were
traumatic brain injury in 49% (n=16), subarachnoid haemorrhage
in 27% (n=9), stroke in 15% (n=5) and intracerebral haemorrhage
in 9% (n=3) (Figure 5).

Figure 4: Gender distribution.

Figure 5: The distribution of the cases underwent
decompressive craniectomy. (SAH = Subarachnoid
haemorrhage, ICH = Intracerebral haemorrhage, TBI =
Traumatic brain injury).

The median age based on indication showed that the traumatic
brain injury group represented the youngest with the median age of
30 years (range 15-63 years) (Figure 6). The median age was higher
in the other groups; stroke= 44 years (range 37-63 years), ICH = 46
years (range 38-70 years) and SAH = 51 years (range 38-70 years).

Figure 2: Vertical diameter (superior to inferior).

Figure 6: The median age for each category. (SAH
= Subarachnoid haemorrhage, ICH = Intracerebral
haemorrhage, TBI = Traumatic brain injury).

Figure 3: Temporal fossa decompression.

Results
The total number of patients recruited was 33. The median
age was 39 years (range 15-70 years) and the female to male ratio

Primary decompression was performed in 52% of the patients
and was secondary in 48% (n=17 and n=16 respectively). The side
of surgery was found to be on the right side in 55% (n=18), which
included the entire stroke group and on the left side in 36% (n=36).
Bifrontal decompression occurred in 9% (n=3) and were all from
the head injury group. The vertical decompression was adequately
achieved in 57% (n=17) and the horizontal decompression in 83%
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(n=25). The temporal bone was removed only in 33% (n=11).
The bifrontal decompression was not adequately achieved in any
patient. The overall adequate decompression was achieved in
only 21% (n=7) (Figure 7). The dura was opened in all cases and
augmented either by dura substitute or pericranium. And most
of the operations were performed by the on-call middle grade
neurosurgical trainee in various levels of training.

Figure 7: Adequacy of decompression, HD (horizontal
diameter),
VD
(vertical
diameter),
TD
(temporal
decompression), BFD (bifrontal decompression), OD (over
all decompression).

Discussion
There is strong evidence to suggest that the DC can be used to
reduce the ICP [7], however the exact indication and timing for DC
remain unclear [7] In this regard, extensive work on DC has been
performed mainly on head injury with no clear evidence that DC is
superior to medical management [4,5,8,11]. However, The DECRA
trial, which aimed to assess early DC with the trigger being an ICP>20
mmHg for 15minute within one hour, found that DC leads to shorter
duration of mechanical ventilation and ITU stay in compression
to medical management [7]. The RESCUEicp trial is published
recently after conducting our audit, and it aimed to assess the
effectiveness of DC offered as last tier treatment in TBI with ICP>25
mmHg for 1-12 hour despite the maximum medical management.
They found; using the extended Glasgow outcome score; that DC
lowered mortality but caused higher rates of vegetative state, lower
sever disability and upper sever disability than medical care, the
rates of moderate disability and good recovery were similar in
the two groups [12]. Similarly, DC in stroke patients did improve
overall survival, but increased the proportion of individuals with
moderately severe or severe disability [13,14]. A new ongoing trial
is the RESCUE-ASDH with the hypothesis that primary DC may be
more effective than craniotomy for patients undergoing evacuation
of an acute subdural haematoma [15].
The evidence supporting other indications for DC is limited
and obtained from uncontrolled case series and case reports,
e.g. aneurysmal subarachnoid haemorrhage (SAH), spontaneous
intracerebral haemorrhage (ICH), viral and bacterial encephalitis,
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acute disseminated encephalomyelitis (ADEM) and cerebral venous
and sinus thrombosis [7].

When decompressive surgery is considered, there is some
controversy in the selection between the two types of DC. However,
there is no controversy about the extent of the bony decompression.
The bifrontal DC extends from the floor of the anterior cranial
fossa inferiorly to the coronal suture posteriorly and to the
pterion laterally. This type of DC is usually performed in patients
with diffuse brain swelling [4,5]. On the other hand, a unilateral
DC is usually performed in cases with predominantly unilateral
hemispheric swelling or intracranial haematoma (usually SDH),
and it involves the fronto-temporo-parietal bone [4,6], with the
minimum diameter of 11-12 centimetres [7-10]. If the bone flap is
too small, the swollen brain can herniate through the craniectomy
window, with resultant compression of the bridging veins and
venous infarction [10,11] this can lead to further brain injury,
a further rise in ICP and poorer outcome [16]. It is important to
remove the inferior part of the temporal bone, to the floor of the
middle cranial fossa, in both types of DC.
We aimed to study the adequacy of bony decompression in our
patients. As the published literature showed better outcomes in
patients undergoing the accepted standard craniectomy and worse
outcomes when a small craniectomy is performed [17]. We did not
look at clinical outcome in this study, however it will be the subject
for further research within our department.

Conclusion

In our series, we achieved middle fossa decompression in only
33% of the cases and overall adequate decompression was achieved
in 21%. This study has been presented at our unit Neuroscience
audit meeting, and we concluded that more focused training is
needed. We plan to repeat this audit prospectively in the future to
show an improved decompression for our patients undergoing DC,
and we will also be looking at the clinical outcomes of our patients
in relation to their decompression.
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